Sugar production doubled in Brazil between 2000 and 2010, driven by rising international sugar prices and domestic demand for ethanol, which is widely used in motor vehicles.

In order to deliver these huge leaps in production the area of land planted with sugar cane has expanded rapidly – mainly because of the occupation of new areas in the south, southeast and mid-west of the country. Between 2000 and 2010, sugar cane land occupation in the six main states – Mato Grosso do Sul, Goiás, Minas Gerais, São Paulo, Paraná and Mato Grosso – expanded by 4.2 million hectares to around 7.6 million hectares.¹

**LAND CONFLICTS IN BRAZIL**

Land conflicts have long been a problem in Brazil, caused by the lack of state presence in many areas of this vast country; uncertainty over land ownership; the power of agribusinesses; and poor management of clashes between indigenous communities and farmers.

The number of land conflicts has risen in recent years. In 2012, 36 people were killed as a result of land conflicts – a 24 percent increase over the previous year; and 37 percent of recorded conflicts (396 out of 1067) were in sugar cane regions.²

Landless people and smallholders with no documented proof that they own their land are the main victims. Indigenous people and ‘Quilombolas’ (descendants of slaves who escaped and established communities in the countryside centuries ago) represent more than a quarter of all people in Brazil affected by land conflicts.³
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A complex land struggle has been ongoing since the 1990s between the sugar company Usina Trapiche and the fishing community in the municipality of Sirinhaém, on the southern coast of Pernambuco State. The conflict centers on control for a public piece of land where the fishing community used to live, and which it had to leave due to an administrative decision. According to the fishers, Trapiche not only expelled them from the estuary of Sirinhaém, but has also been pouring chemicals and pesticides into the water, making the fishing activity impossible for at least half of the year.

Usina Trapiche, Sirinhaém, Pernambuco. Photo: Oxfam

Trapiche is originally a family owned company, established in 1887. After a merger and acquisition process the company became, in 1997, part of the Serra Grande Group. According to an article by Saulo Barros the commercial manager of Serra Grande Group, published in 2012 in the magazine EcoEnergia, Trapiche is focused on producing refined sugar for industrial clients, which include Coca-Cola, and PepsiCo, among others.

Trapiche is one of the region’s largest sugar-ethanol complexes, with a total of 28,500 hectares of land, most of which is used for its sugar cane plantations. Part of the Sirinhaém River falls within Trapiche’s area of operations, and in several places sugar cane is even planted up to the edge of the river, replacing the native riparian forest. Trapiche is said to have originally asked the state for control over the publically owned estuary and islands by entering into an *aforamento* as early as 1898, 16 years before the occupation of that land by traditional fishermen. An *aforamento* allows the company to use the public land for a 10 year period with certain conditions, including co-existence with surrounding communities and meeting environmental standards. The way in which such state lands generally come to be used by traditional people such as the islanders of Sirinhaém is simply through occupation, or *regime de ocupação*.

In general, the state recognizes whoever occupies the land as having the right to live there. According to social movement supporters like the Pastoral
Land Commission, in this case the state recognized the right of the islanders to live in the estuary of the Sirinhaém River from the time they began to occupy the area around 1914 because their subsistence lifestyle did little harm to the ecosystem. By providing sustenance for so many people, this public land was viewed as serving an important social function.\(^8\)

In the early 1980s, huge incentives were offered to sugar-ethanol companies like Trapiche for the production of sugar cane ethanol.\(^9\) During this period Trapiche attempted to expel the islanders for the first time.\(^10\) By the mid-1980s, with the end of the military dictatorship, the state had decided the islanders could remain in the estuary, and Trapiche’s motivation for expelling them had largely dwindled.\(^11\)

In 1998, when Trapiche was sold to a sugar mill owner named Luis Andrade Bezerra, 53 families were living on 17 islands in the estuary.\(^12\) According to the islanders, without any provocation, members of Trapiche’s private militia began destroying the homes and small farms of the islanders soon after Trapiche changed hands and the new owner became interested in controlling the estuary and its islands.\(^13\) The islanders say that they received threats of further destruction and violence if they didn’t leave their homes on the islands.\(^14\)

At this time, the sugar-ethanol industry was in the midst of a renewed expansion due to rising prices for both sugar and ethanol and a new wave of state support.\(^15\) The islanders and their supporters believe that Trapiche sought *aforamento* for the public lands in order to expand the area in which it could plant sugar cane, or at the very least the area under its control.\(^16\)

Once the islanders’ homes had been destroyed and they had begun receiving threats from Trapiche’s militia, they made contact with social movement organizations including the Pastoral Land Commission and the Fishermen’s Pastorate, both of which seek to protect and defend the rights of traditional people. These organizations and others struggled alongside the islanders over the next several years, in and outside of court, with the goal of maintaining the islanders in the estuary.

The fight for the islanders to live in the mangrove has continued for many years. According to social movement organizations, the political influence of Trapiche was crucial for a decision that resulted in the expulsion of islanders in 2002, despite the fact that the process often sided with the islanders.\(^17\) The community and its supporters have continued to struggle to regain access to Sirinhaém for the families that were expelled.

Since 2006, Sirinhaém families have requested the creation of an extractive reserve, or RESEX. In January 2007, the 53 families actually managed to suspend the ‘*aforamento*’, based on the requirement of the Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA) for the establishment of an Extractive Reserve. The RESEX was approved by The Chico Mendes Institute for Conservation of Biodiversity (ICMBio) in 2009, but
no action has been taken by the state, which also has to approve it. This has been in large part due to political influence by the sugar mill.\textsuperscript{18} According to reports from involved organizations, Trapiche has pushed to stop it, relying on its substantial political influence.\textsuperscript{19} Because it is a federal process, if the RESEX is established it can actually supercede the ‘aforamento’ contract and open up the possibility for the families to go back to the area. The RESEX process is still ongoing.

Trapiche did relocate most of the families to the town of Sirinhaém. However, the families are now living on a steep hillside on the outskirts of the town, which Brazilians refer to as a \textit{favela}, or slum. The families were given small, basic two-bedroom cement homes with bars on their windows. Because the homes are positioned on a steep hillside, the residents must walk down a sharply inclined dirt path to reach the city center, and from there make their way to the wharf and then paddle nearly two hours to the estuary to fish.\textsuperscript{20}

The islanders now have electricity, television, and running water, and many of their children attend public school, but they have no land upon which to plant fruit trees or cassava and other basic subsistence crops. While they are now much closer to the market, they complain of the distance they have to travel to the mangrove to collect enough fish and shellfish and other traditional foods to sell in the market. The islanders now depend much more on the meager income earned in the market each Saturday, which they need in order to buy food stuffs such as cassava, fruit, and fish, the basics of their sustenance which they previously provided for themselves with no need for money with which to buy it.\textsuperscript{21}

A small number of these fishermen and women return to the land to live for short periods while they fish. According to Oxfam’s own investigation, the huts that are built are routinely burned down.\textsuperscript{22} According to the Pastoral Land Commission website, on June 13, 2012 employees of the plant actually burned the houses of four fisherfolk that had been rebuilt on the land. The CPT website states that the action was taken by a Trapiche employee called Evânia Freire da Silva, together with five military policemen.\textsuperscript{23}

The political influence of the mill can be seen at local level. Despite frequent environmental penalties and fines for polluting the local river, the parliament of the State of Pernambuco granted Trapiche an award for their environmental policies in December 2012.

In 2008, the Brazilian Federal Institute of Environment and Renewable Resources (IBAMA), fined Trapiche for water contamination. In November 2009, IBAMA found organic waste and industrial chemicals that were being dumped by Trapiche into the estuary of Sirinhaém River. This material, according to IBAMA, is considered ‘highly pollutant’ and was the cause of the death of hundreds of thousands of fish and the pollution of the river. Trapiche was fined $500,000.\textsuperscript{24}
In December 2010, Federal Public Prosecutors in Pernambuco started an investigation into the environmental damage caused by Trapiche in the estuary of Sirinhaém. The research process has not yet been completed. Also in 2010, the fishers managed to record a short video showing water contamination around Trapiche’s area of the Sirinhaém River estuary. One year later, the Pernambuco State Environmental Agency also fined Trapiche for the environmental damage. Usina Trapiche has denied the allegations in this case study.

**MATO GROSSO DO SUL**

Mato Grosso do Sul has 51 indigenous territories and sugar cane plantation expansion that more than tripled in seven years, jumping from 180,000 hectares to 570,000 hectares between 2007 and 2012. According to the Ministry of Agriculture, 39 of the 79 municipalities of Mato Grosso do Sul have at least one sugar cane mill.

The conflicts between indigenous people and agribusiness are neither new nor limited to a particular part of the state. According to the ‘Violence against indigenous people – 2012’ report released by CIMI, there were 125 cases of some level of violence towards indigenous communities in Brazil during 2012. The state with the biggest number of cases is Mato Grosso do Sul, with 25. Nationally, 60 indigenous people were killed in 2012, 37 of them in Mato Grosso do Sul. Of the 1076 cases related to violence against indigenous people, 567 happened in that state.

According to the Brazilian NGO Reporter Brasil in its report called ‘Em terras alheias’ from 2012, the expansion of soy and sugar cane has provoked conflicts with two Guarani peoples particularly: Guarani-Kaiowá and Guarani-Nhandeva. Indigenous land called Jatayvary, located in the municipality of Ponta Porã on the border of Brazil and Paraguay is claimed by the Guarani-Kaiowá people.

*Usina Monteverde (Bunge Mill), Ponta Porã, Mato Grosso do Sul. Photo: Oxfam*
Since 2008, Bunge has owned a mill called Monteverde, also in the municipality of Ponta Porã. Unlike many other sugar mill owners that operate in the Dourados’ region, Bunge has declared it intends to continue to buy sugar cane produced on the Indigenous land of Jatayvary until the contracts end in 2014.  

The Guarani-Kaiowá people have struggled for over 30 years to gain formal rights to Jatayvary. After years of violence and struggle, in 1994, the Brazilian National Indigenous Foundation FUNAI, part of the Ministry of Justice, moved the indigenous people to another territory in Dourados. In 1999, the original indigenous population of Jatayvary finally went back to re-occupy Ponta Porã. The return of the Guarani-Kaiowá to the Jatayvary land was anything but peaceful. Farmers started to intimidate them, shooting into the sky, sending bulldozers and other agricultural machinery to work on the land, as if there were no people there.  

It was only in 2004 that the Guarani-Kaiowá had their land recognized by FUNAI. It was a first step of a long process, which has evolved but is not yet completed. The land had its boundaries defined and approved. In 2011, the Minister of Justice José Eduardo Cardozo published the declaration of Jatayvary, setting the boundaries and recognizing the Guarani-Kaiowá’s rights to the land.  

While the next step in the process would have been actual demarcation of the land through physical identification of the boundaries, an attempt by FUNAI and the Federal Police to proceed resulted in the landowners preventing them from doing so.  

In April 2010, after tense negotiations and pressure from the State Prosecution Office (MPE), the Federal Prosecution Office (MPF) and the Federal Labour Prosecution Office (MPT), another mill sourcing from the land, San Fernando, signed a commitment promising not to purchase or promote the planting of sugar cane on land traditionally occupied by indigenous people.  

According to Reporter Brasil and documents acquired by Oxfam, Bunge buys sugar cane from five farms located on the Jatayvary land, which is already in an advanced stage of the process for acquiring full demarcation as indigenous land. Bunge, however, insists that it will only consider breaking contracts with farmers on the Jatayvary land when the land is fully demarcated and signed by the President.  

Bunge’s Monteverde mill initially refused to acknowledge any responsibility for sourcing sugar from inside indigenous land. Since then it has continued to source sugar from Jatayvary land. Initially, Bunge indicated that its contracts would conclude in 2013, but it has since told the prosecutor that it expects the contracts to conclude in 2014. Bunge continues to buy sugar cane from five properties within Jatayvary.
Table 1: The five properties reported by Reporter Brasil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Farm</th>
<th>Sugar cane area (ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norma Zambon Conci, Márcia Conci e Beatriz Conci</td>
<td>Santa Luzia</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliana Martin Torres</td>
<td>Guarida</td>
<td>135.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Tereza Coronel Dorneles</td>
<td>Três Marias</td>
<td>99.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donizate Moreira Lima</td>
<td>El Shadai</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odite Nunes Nazário Stefanello</td>
<td>Fazenda Dependência</td>
<td>268.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Reporter Brasil, using information from Bunge.

While Bunge insists on reinforcing the occupation of indigenous land in Mato Grosso do Sul, it has managed to get four of its processing facilities Bunsuco-certified: two in São Paulo State (Guariroba and Moema) and two in Minas Gerais (Frutal and Itapagipe). Through those sugar mills, it has been selling to Coca-Cola, according to a 2011 press release circulated by Bunge. Coca-Cola confirmed in dialogue with Oxfam that it sources sugar from Bunge in Brazil, but not from the Monteverde mill.
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